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back to the beach
Cayman family returns to traDitional west inDian arChiteCture for home on the beaCh

writer  Catherine maCgillivray    

photographer  DaviD wolfe

when Jen wooDforD returneD to the Cayman 

islanDs after living in sCotlanD for 15 years, she 

anD her husbanD ralph wanteD a Casual anD 

Comfortable beaCh home.

 brought up on the idyllic shores of south sound 

on grand Cayman before the development boom 

that came along with the island’s success as an 

international financial centre, Jen was accustomed 

to a relaxed, barefoot-on-the-beach lifestyle.

 the daughter of the late william walker who 

founded walkers international finance law firm, Jen 

studied in edinburgh where she met her scottish 

husband.

 in 2001, while expecting their second baby, the 

couple left scotland to make their home in Cayman, 

building their dream house on the beachfront where 

Jen grew up.

 her mother, Janet walker (a well-known 

watercolourist in Cayman), lives next door, while 

Jen’s brother robert walker and his wife and 

daughter have made their home on the other side 

of the woodfords’ house.

 “when we designed our house we were influenced 

by older west indian traditional architecture and 

homes,” says Jen, who also paints as a hobby. “we 

love the interplay of light and shadows in Caribbean 

homes. we wanted to design with the environment, 

working with it, having the house open to the sea 

breezes and nestled onto the natural storm ridge.’’

 when they cleared the lot, they kept many mature 

local trees, such as sea grape, birch, almond and 

seaside mahoe, to benefit from the shade and cooler 

air as well as the privacy of mature gardens. “to us, 

the house is a true beach house with open doors 

and is readily accessible to the sand and sea.”

 Designed by Cayman-based architect John Doak, 

the residence is built in a modular way, with living 

and sleeping pavilions that are asian influenced with 

open-air pagodas allowing hot air to rise.  “we took 

into account our local environment of nor’westers 

(strong winds) and a long hurricane season,” says 

Jen. “the house is designed to be open, but also to 

close up quickly and easily for hurricanes and the 

frequent squalls that blow in off the sea.”

 there are also lots of bay windows, which is a style 

trait influenced by the classical georgian architecture 

of edinburgh. “these add interest to the shape of a 

room as well as increasing the available light,” Jen 

explains. 

right  the great room reflects the colours of the sea

below  Jen woodford and her youngest daughter Jazzy
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 the great room, which Jen prefers to refer to simply 

as the living room, opens up onto the beachside deck. 

a casual kitchen with breakfast bar at the back of the 

great room is separated from the main living area 

by a small sitting section where Jen enjoys having a 

drink with ralph when he gets home from work in 

the evenings.

 below this, the main sitting area is focused around 

a huge, solid indonesian weaver’s desk which Jen 

found online. a formal, solid dining table takes up 

the other half of the room, while a small round table 

is used at breakfast time.

 Jen likes antique furnishings and, when she can, 

tries to buy from local stores, with a couple of ornate 

oriental pieces taking pride of place in the great 

room.

 other items of antique furniture in the house were 

shipped from scotland, having been handed down 

through ralph’s family.

 reflecting the colours of the sea outside, the great 

room is painted a deep eggshell blue in the living area 

and a shade darker in the kitchen, giving it a stormy 

green hue.

 other parts of the room are decorated with bold 

flower-print wallpaper sourced from Designers guild 

in kings road, london, which works well with the 

blend of traditional and ethnic furnishings.

 artwork takes pride of place on the walls, including 

paintings by Cayman artist David bridgeman and 

scotland’s foremost contemporary impressionist John 

lowrie morrison.

 a picture by well-known Canadian artist pat fairhead 

was a 40th birthday present to Jen from her mother 

who is a friend of the celebrated watercolourist.

 a guest bathroom and television room are tucked 

away at the back of the great room.

 Jen and ralph now have three children, ben, tilley 

and Jazzy, whose bedrooms, along with the master 

suite, are located in the “sleeping pavilion,” all of 

which open onto the beachfront where a delightful 

playhouse is situated underneath a sea grape tree. 

 air conditioning in the house is switched on only 

during the very hottest of days and most of the time 

the french doors are open to the deck and beach.

 the guesthouse was added in 2008 and is built in a 

style influenced by modern australian beach houses, 

with an exterior that is a mixture of wooden slatting 

and traditional coral stone tiles Jen obtained from the 

Dominican republic.  

refleCting the Colours of the sea outsiDe, 

the great room is painteD a Deep eggshell blue in the 

l iving area anD a shaDe Darker in the kitChen, 

giving it a stormy green hue

left  the dining area

right  the sitting area is centred around an 

indonesian weaver’s desk
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 inspired by one of the main buildings on the good 

hope estate in Jamaica, the entrance to the guesthouse 

is a traditional west indian double staircase. “the 

guesthouse was also built with hurricanes in mind so 

it has its own electricity supply,” says Jen. “it has the 

capacity to run off its own generator and we have a 

large cistern to provide water.”

 inside, the guesthouse is an open-plan concept, 

with a mix of hardwoods and polished concrete. two 

large walls of folding glass doors open up the interior 

living space to the balcony and the wonderful views 

of the Caribbean sea, while a floating staircase leads 

to a mezzanine floor where ralph has an office. “the 

guesthouse is so much fun that sometimes we come 

over here and have family ‘staycations.’ ”

 below the living quarters, Jen, who is a homeopathic 

practitioner, has a private office where she meets 

clients and there is also a spacious pool shower room.

 most of the yard is a traditional Caymanian sand 

garden, featuring walkways lined with coral stone 

and filled with local salt and drought-tolerant plants. 

“ralph is the gardener, he has a real passion for it and 

i help him with the design,” says Jen. she has recently 

been learning to grow vegetables and is delighted 

with her success with callaloo and lettuce.

 the stylish pool, located at the side of the house 

and designed for exercise and family play, is a work 

of art in itself with a mosaic in the pattern of hibiscus 

flowers inlaid in the floor, which is illuminated by leD 

lighting at night.

 a gazebo is perched in the corner of the pool 

area and is constructed from basic concrete with 

mahogany-slatted trellis affording shade but still 

allowing panoramic views along the beach and out 

to sea. this home is discreetly positioned so that from 

the main road you would hardly know it exists.

the stylish pool, loCateD at the siDe of the house anD DesigneD for exerCise 

anD family play, is a work of art in itself with a mosaiC in the pattern of 

hibisCus flowers inlaiD in the floor, whiCh is illuminateD by leD l ighting at night

above  the patio at night may be best room of all

right  the pool is for exercise and family play
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 the entrance courtyard, inspired by the concept of a 

Japanese tea garden, is concealed around the corner 

from the driveway and has smooth stepping stones as 

well as a lion-head fountain lined with pretty mexican 

tiles hand-painted by Jen.

 the courtyard provides a buffer from the roadside 

but its value is also emotional and psychological. 

 the element of water neutralizes energy as the 

family enters the dwelling. the idea is that they slow 

down as they return each day—to the beachside 

house which is their home and refuge.M

the guesthouse was aDDeD in 2008 anD is built in a style influenCeD by moDern 

australian beaCh houses, with an exterior that is a mixture of wooDen slatting 

anD traDitional Coral stone tiles Jen obtaineD from the DominiCan republiC 

left  the guesthouse, influenced by 

modern australian beach houses 

above  the yard features a traditional 

Caymanian sand garden


